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Abstract

Online learning is currently an alternative learning strategy for continuous learning amidst the limitations of face-to-face learning due to the spread of the Covid-19 outbreak. However, the implementation of online learning certainly does not only provide solutions but also provides obstacles in its implementation which result in the non-delivery of learning content in online learning. Of course, this can have an impact on dairy farmers as new users of the Learning Management System. This research aims to analyze the constraints of online learning based on the responses that have been shared by Twitter social media users towards the implementation of online learning and to assess the use of LMS for dairy farmers. This research has a quantitative approach to presenting research data. This research uses the Twitter data crawling method on Twitter social media user responses to the topic of online learning constraints and data visualization to analyze LMS usage by. This research involved two pieces of data, namely data from Twitter and data from the responses of dairy farmers. As many as 269 respondents from Twitter data were used to find out the obstacles experienced in using online learning in general. While the responses of 58 respondents from dairy farmers were used to determine the extent of understanding of dairy farmers in using online learning. The research findings state that most users of online learning complain about internet quota constraints and the technical constraints experienced by them resulting in learning content not being absorbed optimally. This research can enrich research related to the use of social media data as data that can be analyzed and documented for learning development.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, there is a lot of talk about online learning. This is also influenced by the covid-19 pandemic conditions, whose cases are currently trending upward. The pandemic condition provides an overview of the current and future transformation needs in online learning. The online learning curriculum is used to implement online learning. Online learning requires good preparation to have a good impact (Anderson, 2008). Furthermore, advances in information and communication technology in the twenty-first century are changing human lifestyles in a variety of behaviors, including working, socializing, and learning.
Because of the sophistication of information and communication technology, information from all over the world is easily accessible. Anyone from any location can gain access to information. In terms of learning, learning through an online system is also very relevant in today's environment. However, many issues continue to arise as a result of the adaptation process. Many factors can contribute to problems in online learning, including learning connectedness and learning engagement (Shahzad et al., 2021). Online learning is not only important for online learning users, but it is also becoming a medium of learning in a variety of fields. It is possible to implement online learning by ensuring interaction between teachers and online learning users. Furthermore, various learning success factors must be met when implementing online learning.

Learning connectedness and learning engagement are two of these indicators. Both indicators are important factors to consider in online learning. This is because engagement between online learning users and lecturers will be limited or indirect in online learning. Similarly, learning connectedness. Lecturers are unable to observe the process of learning connectedness firsthand (Bissoondoyal-Bheenick et al., 2021). Online learning is one of the strategies for implementing the 21st-century learning curriculum in this era. 21st-century skills allow online learning users to be creative while also utilizing the power of technology to support the skills they are learning (Alismail & McGuire, 2015). In online learning, online learning users’ attendance shifts from the previous one in the physical classroom to the virtual (online) classroom. However, the presence of online learning users in online classes does not guarantee successful learning. This is just one of the indicators of the online learning process's success (Bolliger & Martin, 2018). Online learning is of course beneficial for other fields. Strengthening literacy is carried out to provide information to users in understanding the extent to which knowledge can be absorbed. LMS is also used in rural communities in terms of developing digital literacy. Digital literacy provides many opportunities for rural communities to obtain complete information. Therefore, this research provides information to rural communities regarding the fields they are engaged in through the media in the form of a learning management system (LMS).

Online learning currently acts as a learning strategy that can provide solutions to changes in learning orientation from face-to-face learning to digital-based learning. The choice of online learning as a learning strategy is of course not chosen without reason because online learning develops along with the rapid development of technology, changes in the orientation of digital learning, and the development of the covid 19 outbreak. The rapid expansion of technology encourages the use of the internet resulting in higher education institutions and schools competing to implement online learning (Wei et al., 2015). The development of the internet resulted in a significant transformation of learning, especially in the integration of technology into learning (Forson & Vuopala, 2019). The demand for
the use of online learning is increasing, but until now it has not been possible to
determine a method for measuring the effectiveness of online learning (Magen-
Nagar & Shonfeld, 2018), because indicators to determine the effectiveness of online
learning require several factors. Besides that, the current policy, where the Covid
19 pandemic suddenly hit all regions, made many schools choose to close all face-
to-face-based activities and replace them with digital learning. (Dhawan, 2020).

Learning content is often made in attractive packaging to attract online
learning users' attention. Interesting content can make online learning users have a
great curiosity about the contents of the learning content presented. However, in the
era of online learning, of course, some obstacles need to be anticipated. Learning
content will be good information for online learning users if the learning content is
carried forward. Learning content is one of the learning components apart from teachers,
online learning users, and the learning environment. Online learning user
interaction is the most important thing in the online learning process where learning
content is presented to increase online learning users' understanding (P. Kumar et al.,
2021). Online learning users' interaction with learning content occurs when online
learning users can access learning content smoothly. However, when online
learning users access learning content, of course not everything runs smoothly
because there are various obstacles in online learning.

Online learning is currently developing very quickly, but sometimes it is not
matched by the initial abilities of online learning users and teachers. Online learning
that is so fast, of course, follows major technological developments because the
implementation of learning cannot be separated from the readiness of the
technology used. Constraints for online learning users facing online learning as
cited by (S. Kumar, 2015) consist of five obstacles, namely the adaptation process,
technical problems, knowledge of computer literacy, time management, and self-
motivation. The adaptation process is often an obstacle for online learning users to
gain new experiences in online learning. The transition from face-to-face learning
to online learning certainly results in learning anxiety for most online learning
users. The adaptation process that is not smooth can cause threats to success in
learning.

Learning adaptation often takes a long time for online learning users who
are not used to changes in learning orientation. The second obstacle is a technical
problem. Technical constraints are often associated with the technological readiness
that online learning users have in participating in online learning. It is necessary to
identify the technology readiness possessed by online learning users so that online
learning can run smoothly. Bandwidth constraints or unstable internet connections
can also be categorized as technical constraints which result in low delivery of
learning content. Online learning users who have technical problems taking part in
online learning tend to be left behind from online learning users who are ready to
take part in online learning. The next obstacle is computer literacy, even though
today’s online learning users are digital natives, it is not uncommon for many online learning users to have low computer literacy knowledge. Low computer literacy knowledge is characterized by online learning users only being able to use computer equipment but unable to solve problems that arise in the use of computer software and hardware. The ability to operate basic program software such as Microsoft Office is low so they cannot handle the files they have. A readiness is needed in dealing with online learning so that online learning can run smoothly and learning content can be conveyed to online learning users (Kurniawan & Zakaria, 2021). Knowledge of computer literacy is a must for online learning users to participate in online learning so they can manage assignments without experiencing difficulties.

The next obstacle is time management, where the characteristic of online learning is that it can be accessed anywhere and anytime so online learning users have the flexibility to access online learning. However, there are not a few online learning users who do not have the independence to manage online learning time because it will have an impact on the ineffectiveness of online learning. Online learning requires more time management and more intensive work. While the next obstacle is self-motivation. Self-motivation grows from themselves where they will have the enthusiasm to face challenges in online learning and not easily give up. The novelty in this research is an investigation of the constraints experienced by dairy farmers where they are not used to doing online learning and a comparison with the investigation of the general constraints on the use of online learning.

METHOD

This research aims to assess the extent to which learning management systems (LMS) are used in rural communities. The research subjects involved in this research were dairy farmers. The reason for determining dairy farmers as research subjects were due to an initial needs analysis that was found, namely the need for digital literacy to develop the potential of Jabung village, Jabung District, Malang, East Java, Indonesia. LMS provides information on how to process livestock products and how to optimize marketing. Dairy farmers are allowed to access the LMS and explore the information that has been provided. This research uses a data visualization approach to assess the use of LMS. In addition to this, the research takes secondary data from Twitter to map the extent of the obstacles that occur in a macro or overall view for LMS users. This research lasted for three weeks, in September and October 2022. This research also uses tweet data as material to identify obstacles to implementing online learning, especially constraints to the delivery of learning content. The research uses the Crawling method on the responses of people who are poured on Twitter social media to the constraints of implementing online learning. A total of 269 responses from people who poured on Twitter social media were obtained with the keyword ‘constraints of
online learning, for further analysis using the word cloud technique, as shown in Figure 1.

![Crawling Data Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.** Method of crawling data

The crawling method begins by searching for the keyword "constraints of online learning" in responses that have been written on Twitter social media. The selected attribute in the tweet data is the text attribute. The purpose of selecting attribute text is to sort (filter) characters outside of text such as the @ sign, # which is often used in tweets. The next step is to remove empty data. The final process in the crawling method is to retrieve Twitter data in CSV format which is then processed using the Word Cloud technique. This research visualizes tweet data using the word cloud technique. The aim is to describe or visualize text based on the frequency of text that is often used. The search results for constraints on use are then compared with the results of investigations into the constraints experienced by dairy farmers in using online learning. Online learning is of course a new thing for them so it is certain that there will be obstacles to its use. A total of 58 dairy farmers were given open-ended questions to find out about the use of online learning. Dairy farmers are allowed to access online learning and are given time to learn and retrieve information. After that, they were given one question, namely "What are your obstacles when accessing online learning?" Has online learning helped you?". The answers given were analyzed based on the perceptions given by dairy farmers.

**RESULT & DISCUSSION**

**Trend Of Online Learning**

Online learning is currently one of the popular learning strategies along with the policy of limiting face-to-face learning due to the Covid 19 pandemic. The sudden switch from learning methods to online learning certainly presents problems in learning. Therefore, this research tries to find data related to online learning constraints. In Google search trends during the period August 2021 to July 2022, there were many discussions on topics regarding online learning constraints, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Search trends for the topic "obstacles of online learning"

During 12 months, from August 2021 to July 2022, discussions regarding the obstacles to online learning were widely sought on the Google search engine. Of course, this is very interesting to discuss because during that period there were still a lot of discussions about the obstacles to online learning on the internet. This is very natural because the transition to online learning takes most people by surprise. The covid 19 outbreak has had consequences for the implementation of face-to-face learning at closed universities and turned to online learning (Shahzad et al., 2020). Unexpected shifts in learning methods, of course, create difficulties for teachers and online learning users. Technical problems are often a separate obstacle to the implementation of online learning as stated in the responses that have been collected on social media Twitter as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The results of crawling tweet data about the constraints of online learning

Figure 3 shows the tweet data which contains responses and responses to the implementation of online learning. Based on some of the obstacles to online learning that have been shared on the Twitter social media page, several obstacles
have been shared, such as the time of implementation of online learning, network constraints, broken networks, and online quota constraints. Twitter is a microblogging social media that allows everyone to respond to a particular topic (Luo et al., 2019). These various kinds of obstacles, of course, cannot be separated from the conditions of each Twitter user, who may be mostly online learning users who use online learning.

The constraints of online learning in this research were processed based on the responses of people on Twitter media so that all the responses obtained were free essay responses. Twitter social media gives its users the flexibility to produce content in the form of responses or responses which can then be discussed with other users (Ince et al., 2017). Therefore, the responses shared by Twitter users can be ascertained to be responses or user responses in text form to certain topics. The results of tweet data processing using the word cloud technique can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows the results of data processing using the word cloud technique. most of the obstacles in online learning that can result in the non-delivery of learning content are online quota constraints. Online data can be categorized as a supporting fact in the technical problems of online learning. Technical problems related to the readiness of online learning users to take part in online learning. Of course, this obstacle can be a serious concern, considering technical constraints such as online quotas, and unstable networks are obstacles to the delivery of learning content.
Use of Online Learning

The use of online learning is certainly not free from various kinds of obstacles, especially the obstacles felt by new users. Some obstacles felt by dairy farmers as new users of online learning. Some cattle breeders are not used to accessing information online and do not have good preparation to transform into the digital world, making them have difficulties and not access much information, as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Information access](image)

Figure 5 shows that most of the dairy farmers only access the front page and the main class menu. Meanwhile, very few of the entire online learning materials are accessed by dairy farmers. Several reasons that can be expressed by online learning users are unprepared access to online learning. In addition, technological readiness is one of the considerations due to the unavailability of internet access, as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Online learning obstacles of dairy farmers](image)
Figure 6 shows that most dairy farmers have difficulty accessing online learning due to unstable internet access, amounting to 26%. Then proceed with internet anxiety by 19% or as many as 11 people. This is of course a natural obstacle experienced by online learning users because they have new experiences and this causes anxiety in using the LMS, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Detail of online learning obstacles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online Learning Obstacles</th>
<th>User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet Access Unstable</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Internet literacy</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Anxiety</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth Issue</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Online Learning Platform Understanding</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Data Insufficiency</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

According to Abdurrahmansyah et al., (2022) and Baticulon et al., (2021), obstacles that can be identified in online learning include technological constraints, individual constraints, local (domestic) constraints, institutional constraints, and social constraints. Technological constraints include constraints caused by hardware, software, and other things such as access quality, bandwidth, and access continuity components. Individual constraints include learning styles in online learning and online learning users’ mental health. Meanwhile, local (domestic) constraints are more due to the situation of online learning users in the learning environment at home which can affect online learning.

These institutional constraints are more related to the infrastructure that schools and universities have built to support the continuity of online learning and ensure interaction between teachers and online learning users. Meanwhile, social constraints cover more matters related to infrastructure challenges and policies related to online learning. Therefore, this research is expected to be able to provide insight into the constraints of online learning. Online learning that is currently being implemented is expected to be carried out not only because of coercive conditions that result in changes in learning orientation but online learning that is carried out based on needs in learning (Li, 2022; Richmond & Conrad, 2012). Finally, in this research, we can anticipate the obstacles to the delivery of learning content through the process of identifying online learning.

The many obstacles to disconnection during the online learning process cause online learning users to be unable to continue online classes, and unable to carry out the assignments that have been given (Abuhammad, 2020). In addition, the low quality of internet access is incompatible with online learning content that uses
learning content in the form of videos. In another research, online learning users often lost their focus level due to distractions while participating in online learning (Oyedotun, 2020).

CONCLUSION

Online learning is currently one of the online learning strategies that are widely used in the Covid 19 pandemic era. Schools and universities not only limit learning activities but also close physical buildings so that it has an impact on the continuity of the learning process. Therefore, online learning was chosen as an alternative learning strategy that can guarantee the continuity of learning. Of course, the transition from face-to-face learning to online learning is not entirely smooth and presents potential obstacles in its implementation.

This research found that one of the obstacles found in the implementation of online learning was technical constraints such as online data and bandwidth which caused learning content not to be conveyed clearly and completely. Implementation of online learning that is not supported by a readiness to participate in online learning can result in the achievement of learning objectives not being successful and learning content not being delivered.

The limitation of this research is that this research only uses one keyword topic to identify obstacles to the delivery of learning content by searching for the word "constraints of online learning". More keywords are needed to identify the obstacles to delivering learning content on social media. The findings of this research are expected to be able to provide an alternative method of searching for information on certain topics that are shared by social media users.
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